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We engineered an automated biomechatronics system, MyoRobot, for robust objective and versatile assessment
of muscle or polymer materials (bio-)mechanics. It covers multiple levels of muscle biosensor assessment, e.g.
membrane voltage or contractile apparatus Ca2+ ion responses (force resolution 1 µN, 0–10 mN for the given
sensor; [Ca2+] range ~ 100 nM–25 µM). It replaces previously tedious manual protocols to obtain exhaustive
information on active/passive biomechanical properties across various morphological tissue levels. Deciphering
mechanisms of muscle weakness requires sophisticated force protocols, dissecting contributions from altered
Ca2+ homeostasis, electro-chemical, chemico-mechanical biosensors or visco-elastic components. From whole
organ to single ﬁbre levels, experimental demands and hardware requirements increase, limiting biomechanics
research potential, as reﬂected by only few commercial biomechatronics systems that can address resolution,
experimental versatility and mostly, automation of force recordings. Our MyoRobot combines optical force
transducer technology with high precision 3D actuation (e.g. voice coil, 1 µm encoder resolution; stepper motors, 4 µm feed motion), and customized control software, enabling modular experimentation packages and
automated data pre-analysis. In small bundles and single muscle ﬁbres, we demonstrate automated recordings of
(i) caﬀeine-induced-, (ii) electrical ﬁeld stimulation (EFS)-induced force, (iii) pCa-force, (iv) slack-tests and (v)
passive length-tension curves. The system easily reproduces results from manual systems (two times larger
stiﬀness in slow over fast muscle) and provides novel insights into unloaded shortening velocities (declining with
increasing slack lengths). The MyoRobot enables automated complex biomechanics assessment in muscle research. Applications also extend to material sciences, exemplarily shown here for spider silk and collagen biopolymers.

1. Introduction
Proper function of biomechanically complex skeletal muscle is a
crucial prerequisite for quality of life and motility. Activation of muscle
motor protein biopolymers, i.e. actin and myosin ﬁlaments, is the
endpoint of a cascade transforming electrical to chemical and

⁎
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mechanical signals at molecular interfaces that contain, e.g., voltage- or
Ca2+ ion biosensors (Berchtold et al., 2000). Electrical membrane depolarization and induction of action potentials is followed by a fast
signal spread along the muscle ﬁbre membrane. The electrical stimulus
is conducted deep into the muscle cell via invaginating t-tubular
membrane systems to ensure synchronized activation of contractile
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Fig. 1. Muscle biomechanics components, isometric force sensors and conventional manual biomechatronics systems. A, muscle biomechanics is divided into (i) active forcegenerating elements and (ii) passive elements that convey compliance and stiﬀness through serially and laterally interlinking proteins. B, biomechatronics approaches to asses active and
passive biomechanics vary among morphological organ scales and may require diﬀerent biomechatronics conﬁgurations. C, isometric force is measured in muscle samples clamped
between a sensor element with known stiﬀness KT and a static counter pin with inﬁnite stiﬀness K∞. Force is converted from transducer pin deﬂection using Hooke's law. D, conventional,
manually-operated force transducer system with serial baths for deﬁned chemical muscle activation. Well exchange and muscle sample length changes are manually performed using
hand-driven micro-screws that introduce mechanical noise to the recording and/or limit reproducibility due to use of stop watch for bath incubations. E, manual recording of caﬀeineinduced SR Ca2+-release mediated force transients, followed by Ca2+ saturating activation of the contractile apparatus and complete relaxation upon Ca2+ removal.

elastic parameters crucially impact on overall biomechanics (Fig. 1A).
Passive strain elements are represented by many linker proteins, both
intracellular ﬁlaments and extracellular matrix proteins that connect
adjacent cells as well as the cytoskeleton from within (Horowits et al.,
1986) (Fig. 1). In particular for muscle diseases which almost exclusively present with the very same symptom - muscle weakness -, it is
important to unravel the origin of impaired power performance which
can either lie within the active contractile apparatus or within cytoskeletal/membrane elements deﬁning passive muscle compliance and
stiﬀness.
Obtaining active/passive biomechanics parameters across diﬀerent
organ levels, in particular from whole muscle, multicellular muscle
ﬁbre preparations or single muscle ﬁbres (Fig. 1B) is also invaluable to
understand disease mechanisms of muscle weakness (Head, 2010;
Friedrich et al., 2014), to validate biomechanics in engineered muscle
(Moon du et al., 2008), etc. For example, extracellular scar tissue is
expected to stiﬀen the muscle as a whole, but not single muscle ﬁbres
after dissection from the organ.
The level of organ scale (whole organ, multicellular preparations
and single cells) also impacts on the experimental handling and complexity of techniques required. For example, whole muscle is easily
activated by electrical ﬁeld stimulation (EFS) for twitch and high-frequency tetanic force responses. However, to elucidate intracellular

biopolymers. Within the tubular membrane, voltage biosensors (dihydropyridine receptors, DHPR) are directly juxtaposed to intracellular
Ca2+ release channels (ryanodine receptors type 1, RyR1) on the
membrane of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), a large internal Ca2+
store. The physical interaction between voltage biosensor DHPR and
release channel RyR1 is called excitation-contraction (ec) coupling. It
translates electrical voltage sensor activation into a transient chemical
Ca2+ signal through SR Ca2+ release. Myoplasmic rise in Ca2+ ions
during these Ca2+ transients activates the contractile biopolymers
through troponin-C, acting as a molecular Ca2+ ion biosensor to initiate
mechanical cross-bridge cycling and ﬁlament sliding (Berchtold et al.,
2000). This Ca2+ biosensor represents a second interface translating
chemical to mechanical signaling in muscle. It also represents one of the
most sensitive sensors for Ca2+ ions with a dynamic range of ~ 100 nM
to ~ 50 µM (Sun et al., 2006), even outperforming ion selective Ca2+
electrodes (Alizadeh et al., 2016). On the single protein level, isolated
actin-myosin polymers can be reliably activated in in vitro systems and
have been employed as Ca2+ sensitive molecular shuttles in bio-nanotechnology applications (Sundberg et al., 2006; Mansson et al., 2008).
Muscle function is assessed by its active contractile performance
(Fig. 1A). Depending on external load, shortening velocity, force and
power vary substantially (Fitts et al., 1998; Josephson and Edman,
1998). Apart from active biomechanical parameters, also passive visco590
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Fig. 2. Design and implementation of the MyoRobot automated biomechatronics system. Design of linearly arranged bath wells (35 wells milled from Perspex® containing 1 ml of
solution each). The multi-well rack is mounted to an aluminum sledge connected to a stepper motor via a sprocket transmitter (inset). The force transducer sensor and the voice coil
actuator are both mounted onto a steel block lifted by a stepper motor via a V-belt drive. Thus, changing the well number involves sequentially lifting the transducer/voice coil (z-drive),
moving the multi-well rack (x-drive) and lowering the former again. Exposure of the preparation during bath exchange is less than 2 s even between wells spaced 10 wells apart. Voice coil
actuation allows accurate and stable µm precision control at very low (~ 0.4 µm/s) and high speed (250 mm/s). The whole system is controlled via custom-written software.

single ﬁbre levels (Lynch et al., 2000), either intact or skinned preparations, or for either electrical or chemical manipulation. Besides
assessment of active force, passive elasticity requires protocols where
translation speed must be either very slow, with high precision and
position feedback control (~ µm range). Slow translation speeds in the
range of up to several µm/s ensure that elastic restoration forces and
viscous ﬂowing are in equilibrium to yield steady-state elasticity. In
contrast, very fast actuation speeds in the range of up to tens of cm/s
yield the kinetics for viscous ﬂowing and thus, visco-elasticity, when
pulling on muscle ﬁbres, or allow to assess unloaded speed of shortening in so-called ‘slack-tests’ (Julian et al., 1986) when pushing on
activated muscle ﬁbres.
Since such experiments on either muscle organ level still require
focused involvement of the experimenter with many available systems
(in particular monitoring exposure times with stop-watches, manually
exchanging between wells - which may not be adjacent - in various
orders, thus introducing substantial human error), and data processing
is often not standardized but manually performed, we sought to engineer a novel automated biomechatronics system that allows to assess
both active and passive biomechanics properties of muscle preparations
with programmable interface to perform recordings of (i) chemical SR
Ca2+ release-induced force transients, (ii) EFS-induced force to activate
tubular voltage DHPR biosensors and asses force-frequency curves, (iii)
pCa-force curve to assess myoﬁbrillar Ca2+ biosensor characteristics,
(iv) slack-tests to assess unloaded speed of shortening, (v) passive
steady-state elasticity resting length-tension curves and (vi) visco-

mechanisms with sub-organ resolution, smaller scales at the ﬁbre
bundle or single ﬁbre level are often required. This comparative approach allows to dissect contributions from extracellular matrix, ECM
(in particular, enzymatically isolated single ﬁbres no longer connect to
ECM), or ﬁbre type variations to recordings (for instance, multicellular
preparations contain several cells with diverse myosin heavy chain
isoforms, MyHC, while single ﬁbre experiments involving subsequent
single ﬁbre biochemistry allow a deﬁned correlation of biomechanics
data to a single MyHC isoform in pure ﬁbres). Mechanical skinning of
single ﬁbres requires manual cell membrane removal, leaving the resealing t-tubular system functional for EFS with full diﬀusional myoplasmic access (Posterino et al., 2000). Due to the diﬃcult dissection
and custom-made equipment, this technique is currently utilized by
only few groups worldwide.
Biomechatronics systems basically exploit measuring isometric
muscle force by applying Hooke's law to the deﬂection of a pin of
known stiﬀness. To this sensor pin one end of the muscle preparation as
a linear bioactuator is clamped, while the other side is clamped to a pin
of virtually inﬁnite stiﬀness relative to the stiﬀness of the force transducer sensor pin (Fig. 1C). The fact that diﬀerent organ scales and experimentation protocols may be required to completely assess muscle
biomechanics in life science research and medical diagnostics represents a huge challenge to biomechatronics technologies available, in
particular limiting the automation of most research dedicated to muscle
biomechanics. Current commercial muscle biomechatronics systems are
tuned for either whole muscle (Hakim et al., 2013), small bundle or
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during movement of the VC. Among biomechanics assessments involving VC control (y-axis), resting length-tension curves involved linearly
pulling very slowly on the muscle preparation with a constant velocity
of 0.43 µm/s (equivalent to ~ 2.2 × 10−4 L0/s, covering a 40% L0
stretch within ~ 30 min), while so-called ‘slack-tests’ (see Section 2.3.
(iv)) involved a very fast VC movement towards the transducer pin at ~
250 mm/s. For a typical L0 of the ﬁbre segment set to ~ 1.9 mm, 10%
L0 slacks were imposed within 0.8 ms and larger slacks of 1,000 µm
(50% L0) within 4 ms. Electric ﬁeld stimulation (EFS) was performed
via a square pulse stimulator (Stim, Scientiﬁc Instr., Heidelberg) applying rectangular pulses of any duration from 0.05 ms to 1 s (15–20 V,
electrode spacing ~ 0.4 cm) to two platinum wires mounted into a
custom-made Perspex frame holder clipped into one of the wells of
choice of the multi-well rack. Attenuated versions of the voltage pulse
were also fed into the A/D-D/A converter to be recorded by the
MyoRobot software to align pulse and force responses. A frequency
modulator allowed application of the pulse from 0.25Hz to 150 Hz.
Duration of repetitive pulse trains was about 4 s for frequencies up to
1 Hz and then reduced to 1 s for higher frequencies.

elastic behavior (Fig. 1B,C). The objective was to cover as many experimental protocols as possible with a versatile programmable execution platform, being able to record from several organ scales (single
ﬁbres to whole muscle), and to objectively execute biomechanics runs
with no manual intervention during recordings. In addition, manual
systems (such as the one shown in Fig. 1D from previous biological
studies of ours) are prone to artifacts by vibration and coarse manual
operation (Fig. 1E). The advantage of our MyoRobot system over conventional systems is that it covers multiple organ scales (whole muscle,
multicellular ﬁbre bundles, single ﬁbres) by exchanging the transducer
sensor, and exploits highly accurate voice coil actuators for positioning/speed control. The system is also versatile in its applicability to
material testing of linear (bio)polymers to assess compliance/stiﬀness,
as exemplarily demonstrated here for naturally harvested spider silk
and microﬂuidics-spun collagen ﬁbres.
2. Methods
2.1. MyoRobot system
2.1.1. Hardware components
The MyoRobot system as of our current design is shown in Fig. 2. It
combines high precision actuators and sensors for high resolution biomechanics recordings in muscle tissue. The main sensor is a piezo-optical force transducer (SI-KG-7B, Scientiﬁc Instruments, Heidelberg,
Germany) with a pin embedded in a housing containing an illumination
LED (light emitting diode). It casts a shadow that is focused onto a
linear photodiode array, transducing the needle position to a photodiode. Its voltage is fed into a bridge-ampliﬁer. The characteristics of
the sensor needle are: mechanical compliance ~ 1.5 µm/mN, force
detection range 0–10 mN, force noise level 0–1 µN, force resolution
1 µN. Output voltage was calibrated to force using deﬁned weights in
the dynamic range of the transducer and was measured as ~ 1.115 mN/
V. Settling oscillatory and frequency transfer functions of the transducer pin were assessed using an abrupt change in load and an oscillation transfer test vibrometer and oscillator (TV 51110, Tira GmbH,
Germany), respectively. Dominant settling frequency was ~ 423 Hz.
Sinusoidal frequency transfer was linear up to 600 Hz. Further up to ~
850 Hz, the electronics ﬁlter limited resonance magniﬁcation to ~ 10%.
Actuation of x- and z-axis to move experimental wells was implemented with stepper motors (QSH4218-35-26, -40-033, Trinamic
Motion Control, Hamburg, Germany) and custom-made translation
sledges to drive the multi-well rack (x-axis) and the force sensor/voice
coil actuator (z-axis). The intention of the multi-well rack is to provide a
linear array of baths containing chemical solutions to induce deﬁned
activation or relaxation states of the muscle preparation. Rather than
manually placing the muscle preparation in diﬀerent dishes, the system
only requires the position of the following linear well in an x-position
array while z-position and thus, immersion depth of the sample is kept
constant for each incubation. Force sensor and voice coil (VC) element
were both mounted on a drilled aluminum block aligned in the same
plane for simultaneous lifting-lowering (z-axis) to exchange wells underneath (x-axis). The VC was a cylindrical linear actuator element
(CAL 12-010-51, SMAC Inc., Maccon GmbH, Munich, Germany) with a
1 µm positioning resolution and a LabView-implementable controller
(LAC-10, Maccon) that operates based on magnetic Lorentz-force.
During force recordings of the linearly interposed muscle samples as
bio-actuator, the VC is driven in positioning feedback control, where
the actuator feed current is regulated according to the VC position. This
allows very accurate and stable positioning and a constant force balance of the VC system. The precise absolute position is implemented
from a calibrated distance table that is converted to a VC feed current.
Moreover, the movement can be implemented with deﬁned velocities
and accelerations (www.smac-mca.com). VC positioning and velocities
were measured and validated using a custom-built triangulation setup
consisting of a laser light source and a CCD camera detecting stray light

2.1.2. System electronics and software
The force transducer data were digitized via an A/D-D/A converter
(NI USB-6008, National Instruments, Munich, Germany) connected to
the USB hub of a laptop running LabView (version 2012, National
Instruments). The resolution of the digitizer was 12-bit and sampling
rate was 10 kHz. A software GUI was written where the continuously
recorded sensor data were plotted in a time lapse representation for
visual control of recording quality while data were written to hard disk.
The actuation sequence of the stepper motors and VC were translated
from a table containing well number # and dwell times t#. In between
wells, the z-motor performed a mirrored positioning drive of lifting the
transducer/VC and lowering after accomplished well exchange which
was performed by the x-axis stepper motor. VC commands were separately set up in a sub-window providing more advanced options for
operation of the y-axis. These options allowed to set up the delay time
(time before VC movement in a well), the change in resting length given
in percent of L0, or the time the VC maintains its new position.
2.2. Muscle and biopolymer preparations, chemical solutions
To validate the MyoRobot system for active and passive biomechanical properties, mouse (Mus musculus) and rat (Rattus norvegicus) M.
extensor digitorum longus (edl) or soleus muscle ﬁbre bundles or single
ﬁbres were used. In addition, microﬂuidics-spun collagen (Haynl et al.,
2016) and naturally harvested spider dragline silk were used as passive
biopolymer materials. Details are given in the Supplemental methods as
well as composition of chemical solutions used. RS: release solution.
HR: high relaxing solution. LR. Low relaxing solution.
2.3. Chemical and electrical stimulation protocols
Protocols were implemented in a well-number (#) – exposure time
(t#)-matrix to sequentially assess active and passive biomechanical
properties. Initially, muscle ﬁbre bundles were chemically skinned
(saponin 0.01% w/v) and the SR completely emptied from endogenous
releasable Ca2+ ions by immersion in RS for 60 s, then 60 s in HR to
buﬀer all excess Ca2+, then back to idle (LR well).
(i) Caﬀeine-induced force transients (bundles and single ﬁbres): with
the SR emptied and after deﬁned SR reload, caﬀeine-induced
transient followed by maximum force assessment involved the
sequence: 90 s LS – 1 s HR – 60 s LR – 60 to 90 s RS – 10 s HA – 60 s
HR. An example of such an experiment is shown for a manual,
conventional system in Fig. 1E and for the MyoRobot recording as
comparison in Fig. 3B. The sequence chosen was determined from
optimization experiments to tune the loading time in LS to achieve
592
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Fig. 3. MyoRobot assessment of Ca2+-mediated force and contractile biosensor Ca2+ sensitivity. A, schematic outline of a typical sequence of recording biomechanical parameters,
e.g. myoﬁbrillar contractility or biosensor Ca2+ sensitivity (active force generation), followed by assessment of muscle elasticity/viscoelasticity (passive force generation). B, example of
MyoRobot-recorded isometric force transients, maximum myoﬁbrillar activation and deactivation in a small mouse edl bundle, as in Fig. 1E for the manual system. Note the smooth,
artifact-free quality of recordings using the MyoRobot. Well-time sequence (time spent in each well of indicated solution) shown underneath. C, assessment of Ca2+ sensitivity at the
chemico-mechanical coupling junction by sequential bundle activation in wells with stepwisely increasing free [Ca2+]. As expected for a biosensor, the eﬀector variable ‘force’ exponentially approaches a new steady-state level with altering the control variable ‘[Ca2+]free (pCa, respectively). The corresponding pCa-force curve represents a typical sensor curve.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

an RS-induced force amplitude of approximate 2/3 of the HA peak.
Na+-depolarization-induced force transients (mechanically skinned
ﬁbres): with the SR emptied and subsequently reloaded under
polarizing conditions, the t-system voltage sensor was activated by
switching to Na+-based internal solution. The immersion sequence
was: 60 s LS – 1 s HR – 60 s LR – 60 to 90 s NaLR – 60 s HR. To
compare this depolarization-induced transient to caﬀeine-induced
force and maximum Ca2+-saturating force, this sequence was followed by the same sequence as in (i). An example trace is shown in
Fig. 4A.
Ca2+ sensitivity assessment of the contractile myoﬁbrillar biosensor
(bundles and single ﬁbres): since assessment of the Ca2+ biosensor
at the chemico-mechanical interface of the troponin C level did not
involve any SR Ca2+ regulation, the muscle preparation was directly immersed in wells containing highly-EGTA buﬀered internal
solutions with decreasing pCa values ﬂanked by HR and HA.
Exposure to each pCa lasted for 20 s before proceeding directly to
the next well. An example trace is shown in Fig. 3C.
Electrical ﬁeld stimulation, force frequency response (EFS; single
mechanically skinned ﬁbres): after SR reloading, the ﬁbre was
placed in a designated well containing the clipped-in EFS stimulator. While bathed in LR solution, ﬁeld pulses were applied.
Frequency was sequentially increased from 0.25Hz to 25 Hz and
stimulation lasted for between 1 s and 4 s.
Slack test; speed of shortening (bundles and single ﬁbres): the slack
test assumes a constant shortening velocity of muscle ﬁbres upon
imposing a sudden small slack to the ﬁbre when isometrically

activated (Julian et al., 1986; Larsson and Moss, 1993). Muscle
preparations were held at resting length L0, transferred from the LR
idle well to HA solution and force was recorded until a maximum
plateau was reached. Then, the VC actuator was moved at maximum speed towards the transducer pin for a given slack length
(5–55%L0) while force declined to zero. Holding the VC at its new
position, force was continuously monitored at 2 kHz high sampling
rate until force redeveloped through ongoing ﬁbre shortening, reestablishing isometric force production. When the next steadystate force level was reached, the preparation was dipped into HR
solution to remove excess Ca2+ and then returned to the LR idle
well where the voice coil pin was returned to L0 under relaxing
conditions before the next slack was imposed. Fig. 5A illustrates
the procedure.
(vi) Passive axial elasticity, resting length-tension curves: in order to assess
axial ﬁbre/bundle compliance through resting length-tension
curves, under LR relaxing conditions, the VC was driven at very
slow speed to stretch the preparation while passive restoration
force was sampled at 200 Hz. Since muscle elastic biopolymers also
possess viscous properties (e.g. titin), the stretch velocity was optimized to values slow enough to be in a steady-state between instantaneous elastic restoration force and viscous relaxation but fast
enough to keep recording time at a minimum. The concept of slow
stretch ‘ramps’ is depicted in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 4. Depolarization-induced force recordings characterizing the t-tubular voltage biosensor in single, mechanically skinned rat edl muscle ﬁbres using the MyoRobot. A, schematics of a
mechanically skinned muscle ﬁbre tied to the force transducer. After peeling back the sarcolemma, t-tubules reseal and repolarize, preserving ec-coupling. This is demonstrated by a
chemically induced depolarization: immersing the ﬁbre into a bath containing high Na+ depolarizes the tubular membrane, releasing Ca2+ from the SR via intact ec-coupling. The Na+depolarization-induced force transient shows a transient pattern being shorter and smaller in amplitude compared with a subsequent caﬀeine-induced force transient or sustained direct
maximum myoﬁbrillar Ca2+ activation. B, force-frequency response during EFS of a single ﬁbre demonstrating robust voltage biosensor activation and temporal superposition of twitch
force response with stimulation frequency. Numbers beneath the plots refer to experiment identiﬁers.

reproducibly from ﬁbre to ﬁbre (Fig. 2). Our automated system also
allows highly precise control of muscle length within several µm which
is not available on old manual systems. This enables high resolution
measurement of the visco-elastic properties and mechanical stability of
the contractile proteins to be reproducibly and routinely performed,
among other biomechanical properties (Fig. 3A). Brief artifacts caused
by crossing the water-air interface between wells introduce no interference with force recordings used in analyzing contraction kinetics
(Fig. 3B).

2.4. Data analysis and statistics
Details are given in the Supplementary methods.

3. Results
3.1. Quality of MyoRobot force recordings
Fig. 1D shows a conventional manually operated biomechatronics
system (Friedrich et al., 2014). Fig. 1E is a representative caﬀeine-induced force transient, followed by maximum Ca2+ activated force and
Ca2+-depleted relaxation recorded in a ﬁbre bundle on the manual
system illustrated in Fig. 1D. While the signal-to-noise ratio of this type
of recording is normally acceptable, the large artifacts caused by
manual solution exchanges may reduce the resolution, and in some
instances can cause interference with the analysis of force responses.
Additionally, in the absence of automated timing control of ﬁbre incubation in calcium loading solutions and solutions containing myogenically active drugs, the manual systems requires an experienced
operator using a stop-watch for timing incubation and changing the
position of the rack for wells with speciﬁed solution content. This can
lead to unconscious biases on the part of the operator; for instance if
one is expecting a larger response to a drug using a disease model, the
operator may be around a second slower in removing a ﬁbre from the
Ca2+ loading solution, and vice versa with the control (Note: it is often
not practicable to double blind the operator when using diseased
muscle as the phenotype is often apparent to the experimenter during
dissection and ﬁbre mounting, for example if ﬁbrosis or fat inﬁltration
is present or if single ﬁbres break more easily). Moreover, measurement
of isometric force and visco-elastic and mechanical stability of muscle is
dependent on its set length; thus, it is critically important to be able to
reliably set L0. The exquisite precision aﬀorded by the voice coil length
controller on our automated MyoRobot system allows L0 to be set

3.2. Automated myoﬁbrillar Ca2+ biosensor characterization with the
MyoRobot
Troponin C is the muscle biosensor which binds Ca2+ and triggers
Ca -dependent contractile activation, as illustrated in a pCa-force
recording (Fig. 3C), where each step increase in [Ca2+]free is followed
by a corresponding increase in isometric muscle force. Once again, it
should be noted that artifacts caused by crossing the water-air interface
between wells introduce no interference with steady-state force recordings used to generate the pCa-force curves. Automated analysis by
our customized software creates plots of pCa-force relationships
(Fig. 3C) alongside with Hill-ﬁts.
2+

3.3. Intact ec-coupling via muscle voltage biosensor activation using the
MyoRobot
Caﬀeine (Figs. 1E, 3B) directly opens SR release channels on the
intracellular Ca2+ store (sarcoplasmic reticulum, SR) allowing an eﬄux
of Ca2+ into the myoplasm to bind to troponin C triggering contraction.
Saponin-skinning of muscle ﬁbres removes the sarcolemma (surface
membrane) barrier function, rendering the ﬁbres electrically unexcitable due to global membrane permeabilization, thus abolishing
tubular membrane potential and voltage biosensor responsiveness.
594
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Fig. 5. Unloaded speed of shortening assessment using the voice coil actuator to impose fast ‚slacks‘ on small mouse ﬁbre bundles using the MyoRobot. A, schematic sketch illustrating the
‚slack test‘ procedure. Following maximum isometric Ca2+ activation at resting length L0, the voice coil actuator is moved for a given ΔL towards the transducer pin at very high speed
while force quickly drops from its maximum value to zero at the new length L1. While the contractile apparatus now contracts without imposed external load, the slack is subsequently
taken up until force redevelops, re-establishing isometric contraction at L1 (see inset trace in (B)). The force redevelopment time (‚slack time‘, Δt) increases with slack length L(Δt) (dotted
line in (B) demarks the 5% max. force criterion for assessment of Δt). C, plotting L(Δt)- Δt yields a bi-exponential data distribution deﬁning a fast, unloaded shortening phase and a slow,
loaded phase. Linear ﬁts to the bi-exponential ﬁt function in each of the two phases yields a fast (vfast) and slow (vslow) velocity. D, mean vfast and vslow values from several small ﬁbre
bundles versus single ﬁbres demonstrate faster values in single ﬁbres over bundles for both phases.

segment length L0). This is because the fast actuators that are required
to outrun shortening of a fast-twitch muscle (several mm/s) have not
been available on “old” manual systems. Our voice coil (VC) actuator
allows speeds of ~ 250 mm/s (equivalent: ~ 130 L0/s). This enabled us
to extend slack range beyond 50% of L0. Fig. 5B shows force re-development traces for given slack lengths ΔL(Δt) between 10% and 55%
L0 (inset: full trace for 10% L0 recording) in an edl small ﬁbre bundle.
Slack time Δt to cross the 5% maximum force threshold increases with
ΔL. Our MyoRobot software extracts ΔL(Δt)-Δt relationships (Fig. 5C)
and ﬁts bi-exponential curves, deﬁning a fast- and slow-phase. In the
fast- and slow-ranges, slope velocity is ~ 14 mm/s for small slacks and
~ 1.5 mm/s for large slacks. Fig. 5D summarizes data from several
small fast-twitch edl ﬁbre bundles and edl single ﬁbres. Interestingly,
there is an overall higher shortening velocity for single ﬁbres over ﬁbre
bundles, both for the initial unloaded and the subsequent slow phase (P
= 0.04).

However, SR function is preserved, and this provides a valuable
methodology for probing this SR function (Fig. 3B). In contrast to
chemical skinning of the ﬁbre, mechanically removing the sarcolemma
seals the t-tubular electrical conduction pathway (Fig. 4A) allowing
Ca2+ release to be triggered directly from the SR by depolarizing, Na+based solution. This allows the excitation-contraction coupling pathway
to be studied (Fig. 4B). The short, transient force response demonstrates
responsive ec-coupling. The subsequent force transient (following SRreloading) was caﬀeine-induced, triggering complete release of all releasable SR Ca2+. Finally, this was followed by direct stimulation of the
contractile proteins by exposing them to a Ca2+ saturated intracellular
solution in order to measure the maximal isometric force produced by
this preparation. This preparation is also an electrical ﬁeld stimulation
(EFS) frequency biosensor that can be used to assess force-frequency
curves quantifying the frequency-dependence of Ca2+ release correlated to the force produced by the Ca2+ release at each stimulation
frequency (Fig. 4B). For the single ﬁbre shown (0.25 − 20 Hz), force
responses followed stimulation patterns at low frequencies, started to
superpose into unfused tetani, and became a more fused tetanus from
10 Hz. The force-frequency curve (Fig. 4B) reﬂects a typical sigmoidal
sensor curve, similar to force-frequency curves generated in intact
muscle preparations.

3.5. MyoRobot automated assessment of axial muscle and biopolymer
elasticity
The in-built voice coil actuator allows precise motion at many
speeds, including very slow speed (~ 0.4 µm/s) which was implemented to apply quasi-static passive stretch to muscle (Fig. 6A) and
biopolymer ﬁbres. Here, we used microﬂuidics-spun collagen and natural spider silk ﬁbres (Fig. 6B) to derive passive axial compliance from
resting length-tension curves. In muscle, axial compliance is initially
high (around 10 m/N), as reﬂected by a rather low restoration force
that increases strongly for larger stretches, indicating declining axial
compliance (around 2 m/N for 40% stretch). Linear ﬁts to 10% L0

3.4. Assessment of shortening speeds using the MyoRobot
While the slack test method can assess ‘unloaded speed of shortening’, it relies on the assumption that there is a constant velocity of
shortening during taking up the sudden ‘slack’ applied to the ﬁbre.
Previous studies have only employed small slacks (a few percent of ﬁbre
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Fig. 6. Automated assessment of passive axial muscle and collagen and spider silk ﬁbre compliance using the MyoRobot system. A, example resting length-tension recording in a
small edl ﬁbre bundle, slowly moving the VC actuator to stretch the preparation and recording increasing restoration force with stretch. Compliance was step-wise determined in 10% L0
stretch bins, both via manual calculation and versus automated analysis from our custom-written in-built analysis routine, demonstrating reliability of the MyoRobot system. Compliance
results obtained from several soleus and edl bundles demonstrate an exponentially decreasing axial compliance with stretch and a roughly two-times larger stiﬀness in soleus over edl
muscle. B, force-strain curves of microﬂuidics-spun collagen and natural Nephila edulis spider silk ﬁbres stretched with the MyoRobot. Collagen ﬁbre ruptures at ~ 25% strain while for the
spider silk double ﬁbre, rupture of the ﬁrst ﬁbre is seen at ~ 30% and total rupture at ~ 35%, also reﬂected by the ﬁbre survival curves. Maximum restoration force before rupture was
two-fold higher in spider silk ﬁbres which also survived larger strains compared to collagen ﬁbres. Axial compliance values were comparable between biopolymers, but both being at least
30 times smaller compared to that of muscle preparations.

hardware/software versatility of biomechatronics systems. Early systems involved capacitive force transducers and manual micro-screws
for stretching whole muscles (Moss and Halpern, 1977). Other designs
included isotonic levers for ‘quick release’ of muscle length involving
coil-springs under various loads (Edman and Kiessling, 1971). Using
early electromagnetic coils displacement transducers in servo-controlled feedback loops, positioning achieved ~ 5 µm accuracy at velocities of ~ 200 mm/s for sudden length changes (Edman, 1975, 1979),
more than ten times the maximum shortening velocity of fast-twitch
muscles (Friedrich et al., 2010). Thus, small length changes of ~
0.2 mm were performed within ~ 1 ms rise time (Edman, 1979). The
precision provided by current electromagnetic VC technology is also
required for very slow and accurate pulling rates on muscle ﬁbres or
linear biopolymers. We engineered this technology into a softwarecontrolled environment, using piezo-optical force transducers and 3D
mechanical actuation, enabling our MyoRobot platform to allow sequential, automated active/passive skeletal muscle biomechanics recordings across organ scales, or for material testing of linear polymers,
at very low noise. Automated recording and precise assessment of
elasticity parameters is a major advancement over existing biomechatronics systems.

stretch bins, performed both manually and by applying our algorithm
(R Studio) to calculate compliance, conﬁrmed the veracity of our automated approach. We used the MyoRobot to conﬁrm earlier reports of a
decrease in compliance with stretch and an overall two-times larger
stiﬀness (i.e. smaller compliance) in slow-twitch over fast-twitch
muscle ﬁbres (Fig. 6A). Moreover, we used the MyoRobot to compare
force-strain relationships in microﬂuidics-spun single collagen ﬁbres
and naturally harvested Nephila edulis spider silk (which is naturally
produced as double ﬁbres) (Fig. 6B). Collagen ﬁbres broke at lower
strains compared to spider silk ﬁbres. Occasional ruptures of one ﬁbre
within the double ﬁbre silk thread were seen as a sudden dip in the
force-strain curve (Fig. 6B).
4. Discussion
The role of skeletal muscle not only involves the mechanical endpoints of force and movement, but also biosensor functions at electrochemical and chemical-mechanical interfaces. Moreover, passive
stretch provides diﬀerential information on muscle visco-elasticity
across organ scales, due to absence/presence of interconnecting matrix
when comparing single ﬁbres with multicellular or whole muscle preparations. The generation of genetically modiﬁed mouse models mimicking human muscle diseases has led to a renaissance in the study of
these conditions with the aim of elucidating their pathophysiology and
developing new treatments. Although delicate experimental protocols
were developed in the past, currently available commercial biomechatronics systems have limited versatility for the complete investigation of myopathies at functional and structural levels.
Biomechanical single ﬁbre studies have become rare due to high levels
of training and skills required by the experimenter and limited

4.1. MyoRobot active muscle biomechanics assessment
Low-noise MyoRobot recordings of caﬀeine-induced force transients
and maximum direct Ca2+ activation in small bundles (~ ﬁve single
ﬁbres) with amplitude of ~ 0.6 mN compare well with ~ 0.1 mN per
single ﬁbre using a manual custom-built system (Plant and Lynch,
2002). We also demonstrate control over the releasable SR Ca2+ content to ~ 65% physiological endogenous ﬁlling (Lamb et al., 2001).
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implementation in our system. The slack application should be faster
than the latent period of cross-bridge cycling (~ 5–8 ms) during early
tension development (Colombini et al., 2016). Thus, actuator speed is
crucial. Applying early technologies to single intact frog muscle ﬁbres
with slack lengths ΔL of 0.3–0.8 mm, a linear ΔL-Δt relationship was
found, yielding ~ 4 L0/s (~ 24 mm/s, Julian et al., 1986). With relatively long frog muscle ﬁbres (~ 6 mm), this relates to rather small
slacks (5–13% L0). Applying 0.1–0.3 mm slacks to human skinned
muscle ﬁbres within 1–2 ms (15 °C), linear ΔL-Δt relationships suggested unloaded shortening speeds vu of 0.3–3 L0/s, depending on ﬁbre
type (Larsson and Moss, 1993). With an average L0 ~ 1.6 mm in that
study, this translates to 6–18% L0 slacks. Finally, recordings in whole
mouse edl muscles at slacks between 5% and 15% L0 during EFS yielded
vu values of 3–6 L0/s (20 °C), translating to ~ 3–9 mm/s for given
morphometrical data (Crow and Kushmerick, 1983). Although commercial systems currently implement high performance magnet rotary
motor displacements with speeds up to ~ 850 mm/s (300 µm steps at
0.5 µm precision; e.g. Aurora Scientiﬁc 315C, 322C), studies on extended slacks are not available. Therefore, we validated our MyoRobot
system more thoroughly to also apply slacks beyond commonly used ~
20% L0 constraints. This became possible due to the high actuation
speeds of around 250 mm/s of the voice coil actuator engineered into
our system. We hypothesized that the ΔL-Δt relationship was in fact
non-linear rather than usual linear literature representations, mainly
resulting from a very restricted slack range. One would expect ‘unloaded shortening’ at high vu for very short slacks that would then turn
into an ‘internal loading’ during ongoing shortening for larger slack
lengths. Indeed, this is what our MyoRobot results show (Fig. 5), i.e. a
bi-exponential ΔL-Δt relationship deﬁning a fast shortening phase for
small ΔL transitioning into a slow phase for larger ΔL (from ~ 600 µm
or ~ 30% L0). By linear approximation to the fast and slow phase, our
vu values of ~ 8 mm/s are comparable to results from whole mouse edl
muscle (up to 20% L0 slack) using the commercial Aurora system model
305B, where vu was between ~ 15 L0/s and 9.5 L0/s (Gittings et al.,
2011). Extrapolation of vu from ΔL-Δt relationships is extremely sensitive to the ΔL range selected and may even be underestimated here
using the 200–700 µm bin as compared with including slack lengths
down to ~ 130 µm (Larsson and Moss, 1993). Our results from small
bundles and single ﬁbres with the extracellular matrix removed suggest
that the presence of ECM puts a marked break both on the unloaded
initial and the subsequent, internally loaded phase; more so for the
latter one. Thus, we show for the ﬁrst time that extending the slack
range to ΔL > 20% demonstrates non-linear velocity distribution over
slack length which provides a new scientiﬁc result obtained with our
MyoRobot.

Using a commercial, stepper motor-driven system (Aurora Scientiﬁc,
model 403 A) on permeabilized mouse edl single ﬁbres (cross-sectional
area ~ 2,500 µm2), maximum force was ~ 0.2 mN (pCa 4.5) and speciﬁc force (sF) ~ 80 kPa (Mendias et al., 2011). Those numbers scale
well with maximum forces obtained in our small ﬁbre bundles (~
1.0–1.4 mN). Although there are studies demonstrating higher maximum tetanic force values (up to 300 kPa, Zhang et al., 2006), there is
large variability even within studies (e.g. ~ 100 kPa, Fig. 1, vs. ~
240 kPa, Fig. 2, both single mouse edl ﬁbres, Andrade et al., 1998).
Nevertheless, the primary aim here was to demonstrate the appropriateness of our system to automated maximum force detection. Future
applications to speciﬁc biological models will produce more standardized data to address muscle biomechanics in health and disease.
Characterizing the troponin-C Ca2+ biosensor shows typical staircase-patterned force responses when exchanging pCa (Fig. 3C) as in
manual (Friedrich et al., 2014; Head, 2010) or commercial systems (e.g.
Aurora Scientiﬁc, model 312C) (Nelson and Fitts, 2014). In particular,
our automated actuation to wells of decreasing pCa and force registration produced very robust recordings (negligible baseline drift,
complete return to baseline force upon ﬁbre relaxation, Fig. 3). Ca2+
sensitivity with half-activation at ~ 2.5 µM compares well with studies
using manual custom-made (Williams et al., 1993) or commercial force
recording systems (Scientiﬁc Instr., Heidelberg, Germany, Warren III
et al., 1996), although there is variability in literature (depending on
temperature, pH, ionic strength, sarcomere length, ﬁbre type, etc).
Apart from underlying discrepancies of methods to determine or predict
the free Ca2+ concentrations in Ca2+-buﬀered solutions (McGuigan
et al., 2006), diﬀerent approaches to ﬁtting of pCa-force curves may
account for this (Walker et al., 2010). Again, our recordings demonstrate the appropriateness of our system. Moreover, subsequent preanalysis functionality to extract and ﬁt pCa-force curves is a novel
implementation in our MyoRobot system which was robust in manual
vs. automated analysis comparisons.
EFS-induced force response conﬁrms an intact ec-coupling cascade,
i.e. tubular voltage biosensor responsiveness and subsequent force superposition. Frequency-force recordings are a relatively easy procedure
for whole muscle (reﬂected by a wealth of studies) where half-maximum tetanic force frequencies typically range from 50 to 80 Hz (Head
et al., 2014). Single ﬁbre handling, EFS and force measurements however, are extremely cumbersome, explaining their relative rareness
conﬁned to a few labs worldwide. One way to demonstrate intact
tubular voltage biosensors is by chemical Na+-depolarization in mechanically skinned ﬁbres, resulting in force transients of ~ 5–15 s
duration and ~ 50% maximum force (Lamb et al., 2001; Plant and
Lynch, 2002; Posterino et al., 2000; Han et al., 2003). This is reproduced with our MyoRobot (Fig. 4A). However, this manoeuver does
not provide information about Ca2+ and force superposition with EFS
frequencies. There are only few studies demonstrating rat edl single
ﬁbre force recordings for several EFS frequencies from twitch up to
100 Hz (Verburg et al., 2006; Dutka and Lamb, 2007). With our
MyoRobot, EFS-assessment on various stimulation frequencies is feasible to extract whole electrical biosensor curves. Our example shown
with somewhat reduced amplitudes compared with Verburg et al.
(2006) and Dutka and Lamb (2007) may reﬂect partial t-tubular depolarization. Our primary aim here was to demonstrate the versatility
of our technology rather than addressing a speciﬁc biological research
question on EFS in mechanically skinned ﬁbres. On the contrary, EFSinduced force in single ﬁbres fused at 10 Hz (also seen in Verburg et al.,
2006, their Fig. 4), and half-tetanic frequency occurred between 2 Hz
and 5 Hz, in contrast to whole muscle (Head et al., 2014). Potentially,
inhomogeneous ﬁeld potentials experienced by ﬁbres at opposing surfaces of a whole muscle set between stimulation electrodes (Taeger
et al., 2015) may require higher frequencies and/or voltages to recruit
all ﬁbres within the volume.
Applied ‘slack-tests to small ﬁbre bundles and single ﬁbres under
unloaded conditions demonstrate the versatile potential of VC

4.2. Passive muscle and biopolymer biomechanics assessed with the
MyoRobot
Muscle passive biomechanics comprises dynamic viscous, viscoelastic and elastic steady-state stiﬀness/compliance (Mutungi and
Ranatunga, 1996b). Dissecting their relative contributions depends on
the speed of applied stretches. The viscous parts become apparent at
high stretch speeds (> 1–2 L0/s, Mutungi and Ranatunga, 1996a),
while the slower the applied stretch, the more elastic the deformation
becomes. Viscosity is mainly set by spring-like ﬁlamentous titin
(Mutungi and Ranatunga, 1996b) containing unfoldable Ig-like domains. Passive elasticity of resting muscle is not related to cross-bridge
cycling (Mutungi and Ranatunga, 1996b), but superposes stiﬀness
contributions from axial components on the single ﬁbre level (cytoskeleton, membrane, extra-sarcomeric proteins, etc.), while ECM also
contributes in multicellular preparations. For whole muscle, extensions
are still applicable through manual micro-screws in the mm range and
reveal typical organ resting length-tension curves (Rossignol et al.,
2008), similar to that of many elastic materials in material sciences. On
the single ﬁbre or ﬁbre bundle level however, more precise assessment
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muscle and has a large number of applications in material sciences, for
instance to determine passive properties of biopolymer ﬁbres or performance of artiﬁcial muscles.

of elastic behavior requires constant stretch at very slow speeds (in the
several hundredths of L0 range or < 1 µm/s), where viscous relaxation
and passive elasticity are in equilibrium, e.g. using ﬁne stepper motors.
In contrast, studying viscosity requires very fast extensions, such as
performed by piezo-electric transducers. In rat soleus and edl small ﬁbre
bundles, Mutungi and Ranatunga (1996b) used a piezo-ceramic transducer or a permanent ring magnet to build an electromagnetic coil as
linear transducer to determine a roughly 5–10 times higher elasticity
(stiﬀness) in slow soleus over fast edl muscle. There were limitations in
their methodology as even their slowest stretches were already at
1–3 L0/s and a steady-state resting length-tension curve was not obtained. Elastic stiﬀness is deﬁned as the slope of the length-tension
curve, thus elastic stiﬀness or compliance are length-dependent rather
than a ﬁxed value. In our setting, compliance (the reciprocal of stiﬀness) was high at small extensions and dropped exponentially with
stretch (Fig. 6A). Our extracted values reproduce a roughly two-fold
higher absolute compliance in mouse edl over soleus muscle, in agreement with ﬁndings in rat bundles (Mutungi and Ranatunga, 1996b). A
higher elastic stiﬀness of soleus muscle would support its anti-gravitational function in order to set less extensibility to a given stretch force.
Nevertheless, one cannot directly compare those absolute values to
those obtained at other organ scales, as they strongly depend on preparation geometry. For instance, linear ﬁts to recordings of steady-state
force-length relationships extracted from fast stretches yielded an absolute elastic stiﬀness ~ 3.5 N/mm for edl and ~ 4.3 N/mm for soleus
mouse whole muscle (Smith and Barton, 2014). Using average ﬁbre
diameters of ~ 35 µm (edl) and 40 µm (soleus) (Diermeier et al., 2017)
and ﬁve ﬁbres per bundle, absolute axial compliances of ~ 6 m/N (edl)
and 2.5 m/N (soleus) at 10% L0 stretch translate to a Young modulus of
~ 66 mN/mm2 and ~ 122 mN/mm2, respectively, comparable to values from whole muscles (Smith and Barton, 2014). Elastic modulus
literature values for both muscles are rare and may even be conﬂicting.
For instance, another study on whole soleus muscle assessing tangent
stiﬀness from stepwise extension tests reported values between 200 and
1,100 N/m for several rheological components in the muscle, translating to compliance values in the range of 0.001–0.005 m/N (Anderson
et al., 2002), three orders of magnitude smaller as compared to values
obtained in our small bundle preparations. With the advantage of automated analysis of resting length-tension curves with high conﬁdence,
ongoing research using our MyoRobot will contribute to more robust
reference values. Finally, applying the system to collagen and natural
spider silk ﬁbres reliably reproduced literature values with ease (e.g.
estimated elasticity modulus of ~ 6 GPa for N. edulis here using published cross-sections; 4–10 GPa, Lintz and Scheibel, 2013). As can be
seen from these results, skeletal muscle is roughly 30–80 times more
compliant than spider silk or collagen, which have high tensile strength.
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